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The S&P500 reached the ideal micro-5 of minute-iii target zone today: SPX2475-2483, with a high of SPX2478. See 

figure 1A: Blue target box. If today’s high was all of minute-iii then minute-iv should drop to SPX2461-2451, with an 

ideal of SPX2454. See figure 1A: grey target box. A break below SPX2450 will be the first sign the top (major-3) is in 

as we should then start to focus on the alternate count shown in figure 1B: all of minor-5 completed because minor-

4 was a failed flat at SPX2408. For the Bulls among us; price can still try to tag SPX2485ish for a last and final scribble 

for minute-iii, but I wouldn’t count on it. In addition, for longer term traders clearly the risk/reward up here is 

diminishing quickly. Caution is advised. 

Figure 1A. SPX 60-min chart. Micro-5 reached as expected ideal SPX2475-2485 target zone 😊  

 

Figure 1B. SPX 1-min chart. Alternate count with top at SPX2478 
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The daily chart of the S&P500 shows peak RSI5 levels which often coincide with iii of 3, or all of the 3rd wave. This 

fits with the preferred view that minute-iii has topped , or is close to peaking. All signals remain on a buy, and the 

SPX2485 target also remains with price now only 7p way from it: time to get cautious; also given the daily chart of 

the DOW; see next page. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Break out continues. All systems remain on buy. SPX2485 target remains in sight 
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The daily chart of the DOW JONES, paints a less rosy picture as sell signals are starting to creep in and there is 

abundant negatived divergence, while price is only a mere 150p away from the ideal $21,800 target. Price should 

thus ideally still go higher, but the advance (if any) will be choppy as it has been this month.  

Figure 3. INDU daily chart: Sell signals creeping in, as well as negative divergences.  
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Add to this that tech (NDX shown) are peak overbought and thus downside risk is starting to increase. But, markets 

barely ever top at peak momentum, so I do expect another higher high after a pullback, to set up more negative 

divergence. Currently the NDX came with 71p (1.16%) of the ideal Major-3 target. Clearly upside potential is 

becoming limited. But also here no sell signals yet, so the chart tells us to continue to look up. 

Figure 4. NDX daily TI chart: peak momentum = 3rd wave. Inching closer and closer to ideal $6104 target 
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In conclusion: Nothing’s changed my preferred POV of the market. Rather the opposite: my POV is more and more 

confirmed for each day that passes as the market keeps hitting my preferred and forecasted impulse-based target 

zones. The S&P500 reached the ideal micro-5 target zone of SPX2475-SPX2483 today by peaking at SPX2478. This 

could have completed minute-iii of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3. A break below SPX2471 and especially 

SPX2468 will confirm minute-iv to SPX2461-2451, with an ideal target of SPX2454, is under way. A move over 

today’s high without making lower lows first targets SPX2483-2485. A break below SPX2450, without making 

higher highs first will be the first sign that major-3 topped 7p shy of the ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone. A 7p 

difference would not be out of the ordinary and suffice the alternate Bullish count off the SPX2408 that I have. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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